OpenBook

2011 Wisconsin Act 32

- ss. 16.413 Wisconsin Statutes
  - Checkbook level reporting
  - State Operations Only
  - Payroll and Fringe Benefits
  - Contracts and Grants
  - Excludes Aids, Local Assistance and Transfers

- Phase 1
  - Expenditures - Does not include Payroll and Fringe Benefits
  - Searchable by Agency, Category and Vendor
  - State Operations expenditures from FY08 to Current
  - Purchasing Card by retailer

- Future Releases
  - Detail expenditure transactions for UW & Courts
  - Payroll data, including UW, Courts & Legislature
  - Grants, contracts
OpenBook Data Management

• Data Cleansing System
  ➢ Review for Social Security Number or FEIN
  ➢ Cyber-tested internally
  ➢ Agency data verification before refreshed

• Redactions
  ➢ Agency requested restricted payments
  ➢ Employee names for special reasons
    (HIPAA, confidential, settlements, etc…)

---

OpenBook Wisconsin

Welcome and thank you for visiting OpenBook Wisconsin!

Governor Scott Walker

Our administration is taking a dynamic approach to transparency. Our democracy works best when you have the information you need to actively engage in government. We are providing greater access and transparency in our expenditures as a critical component of fostering that engagement.

By visiting OpenBook Wisconsin today, you join in that pursuit – and for that – I simply say thank you!

OpenBook Wisconsin gives you easy access to State of Wisconsin expenditures, or the amount of money we spend to do business.

The three main components of the OpenBook Wisconsin website will be:

- State operation expenditures, which are the payments we have made for purchasing goods or services
- Salary and Fringe benefits paid to state employees
- Grants given and contracts entered into by state agencies

You can search our website database by state agency, fiscal year, vendor and expense (expenditure) category. We currently have data about the expenditures made by State Government from fiscal year 2008 through the most current month.

In the coming months, we will be adding payroll information for the State, University of Wisconsin, Legislature and the courts. We will also be adding the grants that have been awarded, as well as the contracts that our state agencies have with vendors.
View By Category

Compare Fiscal Year Expenditures